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Road map

- What’s it all about?
- Topics
- Policies
- Academic honesty
- How to get help
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From the course abstract:

- “EECS 230 teaches foundational programming skills with an emphasis on professionalism.” — we only get you for a quarter, so we want you to acquire the necessary professional skills now
- “In order to learn to program, we need a language; our language will be C++, but our focus will be on design and pragmatics, not the language itself.” — language law is for programming languages enthusiasts (like the instructor), but as programmers we care more about what we can do
- “Topics include.....”
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Topics

- Language basics: expressions, statements, variables, types, assignment, control structures, functions
- Structuring data: structs and vectors
- Errors and debugging: for when things go wrong
- Classes and generics: defining your own types that work like built-in ones
- Testing: how we know software works (professionalism!)
- Source control: We’ll use Git to protect our work and collaborate with our partners (professionalism)
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